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Dear Jaccne,

This is in reply to your very | letter of Mareh 14 in which you extended an
invitation to participa in the Joming International Congress on Biochemistry
which is to be held in Paris in 1952, Let re say that I should very much like to
participate in this Congress and will make every effort to do so. As yo)
well imagine, I cannot at the present be completely certain that this w¥k1 be
possible, In this comnection, let me raise a pertinent issue. In view ofthe
fact that the Congress will not be able to pay travel exmenses, it will be nece
essury for me to obtain some assistance in that direction from other sources, It
is very likely that I will be able to do so, It would be of great help to me,
however, if 1 could receive from you or from Professor Wurmser arofficial letter
invitivigee to present a paper et this Congress, Such a letter could be very
useful ahd would probably result in my obtaining the necessary funds from our
University here,

 

Needless to say, I noted with creat interest your remark that you were in 4
position to demonstrate rigorously that adaptation does not involve combination
of enzyme 2nd substrate, We have evidence on the same question which Jeads to

the same conclusion, I am sure, however, that your experiments are probably more
conclusive than ours. Let me briefly describe what we have done along these lines,
We used the system which I described previously which demonstrated that a non-
utiligzable analogue ( -methyl glucoside) can be used to induce the mtose
system. This made it easier to examine substrates concentration effects since
the adapting substrate does not disappear under the conditions of our test since
it is not utilized, Using this system we determined the dissociation constant
of the adapting substrate with the enzyme-forming system by measuring rates of
adaptation at different adaptive substrate levels, These experiments indicated
that the combining constant, K,, was equal to 0,002, We then determined the com=
bining constant of ☜methylglucoside with the adaptive enzyme system by using
it.as an inhibitdér of maltose utilization. The combining constant so measured
was at lenst a-thousand times greater if not more, Apparently this substance has
a very ☁low affinity for the enzyme induced. Unless there is some complication
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which we are not aware of, it would appear from these experiments that the inducing
substrate combines with something else other than the enzyme. It could, of course,
be argued thot engzyre~substrate combination still occurs but that when the enzyme
is combined with the enzymeeforming system the dissociation constant with substrate
is markedly wodified, However, it seems to me that this would introduce an un-
necessary co:aplication, The peculiar feature is that the ensyme-forming system

MAave socoich creater an affinity for substrate than the enzyme itself, but
nevertheless Suis is the conclusion we are forced to draw. I shall be interested
to hear abort your experiments,

 

Other festures of cur work have progressed very satisfactorily in certain directions.
We have continued to analyze the longeterm adaptation to gelactoss and have performed
the type of bud analysis which Ephrussi has used so effectively in his "petite"
mutation, Our results which we are now preparing for publication completely con-
firm in cuantitative detall the conclusions we drew from our analysis of the mass
reversion phenomenon which we described in Proceedings paper. There is, however,
one addition:] niece of information which was not contained in the paper which
you have reac, ve had supposed that the distribution factor betwesn parent cell
and bud wouldbe of the order of 1/10, Our detailed analysis of the kinetics of
reversion led us bo the rather surprising conclusion that this distribution factor
would have to be 2. This conclusion was confirmed quite directly by the bud analysis
eoapiaeate. ☜Zhere are some obvious exnlan.tions for this which I won't detail in
the presen☜etgagts

  

This lorstern adaptation phenomenon has also been extremely useful in studying
the fadaptin" problem since it turns out that the adaptin fraction can coravert
slow adaptins cells to "fast." These positives, however, are not ent and
revert in the absence of substrate in the same way that normal positives co. The
great advantage, however, is that the phenomenon of slow adaptation provides us
with an excellent assay of the active material, muca nore accurate thin anything
that was available to us previously. It has now become possible to perform mean=
ingful experiments which relate the active principle to its chemstiy. Thus far,
we have not fcund anything inconsistent with our earlier, though crude, conclusions
about the nature of the active substance,

One other aspect of our work I believe you will find of sone interost, We have
found, surprisingly enough, that wherla cell adapts to maltose it makes not only
an enzyme specific for maltose but apparently a series of enzymes which are specific
for synthetic ~zlucosides, These enzymes are indeed different and can be
isolated and separated, What they are doing in the cell, I don't know. There are
obvious possible interpretations involving the concept that the ~glucosidase
enzyme-forming system in attempting to make maitase also through "errors" makes
a whole series of specific ~glucosidases, Thus far, we have been able to
isolate two such highly specific enzymes and we are well convinced on other crounds
that there may be indeed many more, It may well be that these series of observa~
tions are going to very profoundly alter oui views about engymebic acaptation in.
general.
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I have just received Pollock's paper today and have not had the opportunity to go
through it. I shall write to you subsequently about it.

I do wish it were possible for us to get together since I think that we are both,
as hac haonensa in tie vast, arriving: t the seme, more or less, gcieral conclue
sions, I showld deeply appreciate it if you woul, when you find che time, send
me your co cvevts on cur long-term adantetion osaner., I mow thay will prove very
helpful.

Sincerely yours,

S. Spiegelman

*sSirat we


